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***

Minds that work three dimensionally cannot solve the problems of the world. They can only
make them worse.

Those who see themselves as being ‘in charge’ of world events are not able to understand
the actual nature of the problems they are supposed to deal with, so obviously they can’t
change them for the better.

For example, those trained in banking have a two dimensional thinking process. They can
see only ledgers, numbers and material gain.

Those heading leading corporations see only what their corporations can profit from. How to
make them ever  more profitable.  Those who go into  politics  accept  the three dimensional
prison that politics is. Anyone thinking outside this box won’t last long in politics. The list
goes on – interminably.

But suffice it to say that the great majority of ‘leaders’ of this world come from the above
categories. Plus a smattering of billionaires, royals and a handful or two of psychopaths and
megalomaniacs.

None  of  these,  quite  obviously,  come anywhere  near  fulfilling  the  need  for  wisdom or  the
pursuit of truth and justice. Such values don’t even enter the picture. They are seen as the
preserve of those lost in a world of illusion.

So long as this status quo prevails, no change for the better can happen – on the global
stage. That place where all attention is focussed, therefore from which all actions emanate.
Two/three dimensional actions bereft of insight, wisdom, truth or courage.

Those who believe and follow the edicts of these incapacitated directors of society, live in a
prison of their own construction. It’s a dark place of delusional slavery to whatever they hear
on ‘The News’. The State uses them to keep its two/three dimensional plans on-track.

In the world we want to become manifest, none of the two/three dimensional thinkers has
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any part. As we know, if we care to stop and reflect on it, only those with genuine breadth of
vision, qualities of humane leadership and a deep devotion to the manifestation of truth, can
fulfil the necessary qualities to direct our planet in the way – deep down – we all want and
long for.

It’s a surprisingly simple message I am articulating: joining together in refusing to cooperate
with those who we know have no qualities capable of improving the health and welfare of
humanity and of our planetary ecology – is the only strategy which can end their sterile
destructive reign.

We know that only those capable of a deep grasp of life’s challenges and how to set-about
confronting them, can put us on the road we all want to be on. Make us feel moved to
support  the  path  of  liberation  from our  slave  driving  oppressors  –  and from our  own
weakness –  that leads over and over again into submission to their toxic demands.

The path to victory demands dedication. Dedication to listening to our hearts, not our minds.
Only  to  our  minds  when  they  are  first  informed  by  our  hearts  and  by  a  sound  sense  of
morality.

We are becoming aware that this is the channel through which victory will be achieved. The
only channel. It is the opposite dimension from the destroyers we are up against. They fear
it, because they don’t understand it. It is outside their two/three dimensional prison. Yet it is
our greatest asset; our wealth as true sentient humans. Our power as spiritual warriors.

It  is  time to  ditch  all  distractions  from this  path.  Only  that  which  supports  our  great
awakening must be put at the top of our ‘must do’ list from now on. And the further items
down that list must all be in support of this great affirmation, this passion for truth.

There is nothing else ‘to do’.

If we fail to listen and act on the voice of our deepest hearts and intuitions, we can never be
free. That message, determinedly put into practice in the outside world, will unlock the
gates of all barricades erected to disempower us – and will set us free.

There is no other task.
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